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3   Agriculture
With such advantages Java is naturally a region of
intensive cultivation supporting one of the densest agncul
tural populations in the world Rice is the chief crop but
the crop is insufficient to meet the food requirements of
the people and large quantities have to be imported Much
of the rice is grown under an ingenious system of irrigation
made possible by bamboo pipes Other crops grown as
foodstuffs are maize cassava (tapioca) potatoes ground
nuts and tea In the centre and east of the island sugar
cane competes with nee as a lowland crop in order to
protect the food supply the government prohibited an
expansion of the acreage under sugar at the expense of nee
and rigidly supervised a rotation of crops to prevent soil
exhaustion Coco nut palms kapok trees and many kinds
of tropical fruits are prevalent in every lowland landscape
It is these lowland regions which support most of Javas
forty millions of population On the plains to the north
the chief towns and ports are to be found and it was here
that S3ost of the Dutch population was concentrated
Beyoad the alluvial plains are the foothills where on the
vokamc formations every foot of land is put to good use
The terraced and irrigated sawahs or p^tdi fields appear
among rubber tea coffee pine apple and many other
plantations Tea ranks next to sugar cane m the list of
plantation crops most of it from western Java the production
of coffee on the other hand is concentrated among the hills
of eastern Java where there is a fairly marked dry season
of special importance m the growth of coffee The area
under rubber plantations m Java tnpled between 1925 and
1938 but Sumatra is still a far more important source of
supply In 1938 the outer provinces mainly Sumatra stiH
supplied more than three-fifths of the total rubber production

